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As a Multimedia Assistant, Under direct supervision, performs a wide range of 
multimedia support functions, such as video production and editing and/or 
coordination of instructional/in-house broadcasts. Assists in development and/or 
prepares presentation materials. Performs a range of administrative support and 
clerical functions, as appropriate to the needs of the work unit.

1995 – 1999
MULTIMEDIA ASSISTANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Designed user interface for 5 different interactive multimedia training courses 
as well as developed the training lessons using various tools such as Adobe 
Captivate, Flash, Actionscript 3.0, XML, HTML, Javascript.

 Restructured said user interfaces across 4 separate updates for each project 
with improved usability.

 Enhanced previous training with new interactions and animations along with 
creating easier to use interfaces.

 Collaborated with team members to come up with best strategies to deliver the 
highest quality of product within strict and shortened time lines.

 Pioneered courseware from the ground up integrating a seamless combination 
of both Adobe Flash and Captivate to create interactive multimedia based 
training courses and videos.

 Published nearly 200 interactive course modules and technical training videos 
currently in use by the US Army to train and inform soldiers.

 Edited thousands of hours worth of audio to optimize sound quality for all 
projects.

2008 – 2013
MULTIMEDIA ASSISTANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Assisted customers and professionals with CPR recommendations and 
guidelines.

 Trained on Dynamics CRM.
 Handled fundraising and Revenue calls. Process up to $25,000 general, 

memorial or tribute donations.
 Advised callers on AHA nutritional recommendations and guidelines.
 Assisted with minor medical calls.
 Interacted with customers via email.
 Developed scripts for videos.
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EDUCATION

Diploma

SKILLS

Skill in graphic design, Receptionist skills.
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